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A B S T R A C T

With the in-depth shift from an industry-based society to a knowledge-based one, innovative companies use their
own patents to create and exploit new opportunities. In recent years, leading innovative companies have
attempted to establish an inter-enterprises patent portfolio alliance (such as patent pool and so on) and create
leveraging opportunities through patent portfolio behavior. In this paper, we consider the question of how many
firms and when can implement its patent portfolio behavior for different market structures with homogeneous
patential products. Based on the classical Cournot model, we propose an economic game mode and analyze the
above question. We find that the profits of the firms that have established a patent portfolio alliance is increasing
but also the profits change of the firms that have not established the same patent portfolio alliance is uncertain
when compare with the situation with both non-establishing the same patent portfolio alliance and Cournot
competition. We also find that there is a minimum moderate number scale of the firms that have established an
inter-enterprise patent portfolio alliance within the industries whose enterprises numbers are different. These
conclusions not only explain patent portfolio behavior of some innovative firms such as those in the DVD
industry1 but also have its potential generalization to some innovative companies and considering how it can be
used to indicate profits drivers for inter-enterprises patent portfolio behaviors.

1. Introduction

Following the continuous development of the patent system and
changing of patent values, the concept of patent portfolios was created.
Enterprise patent portfolio and their strategic behaviors are built upon
the foundation of patent licensing, pool and their strategic behaviors.
Patent portfolios are generally considered as the strategic collection of
the effective combination of the patents which are not only different but
closely related so as to play to the patents owners competitive
advantage (Parchomovsky and Wagner, 2004).From the perspective
of patent quantity and the creation of enterprise value, global adoption
of patent protection, there is also an increasing trend in the investments
in the creation of patents and their usage. As a result, a single patent or
a small number of patents may not meet the needs of enterprise survival
and development. Thus, these enterprises tend to combine a number of
patents into a collection, which creates more direct and indirect value
than a single patent. As a result, inter-enterprises patent portfolios and
inner-enterprise patent portfolios with a large number of patents and
their behavioral strategies are widely employed.

According to the following literature reviews, enterprise patent
portfolios and their behavioral strategies have four notable character-
istics, these are as follows:

Firstly, the combination of interest acquisition and risk aversion.

Patent portfolios, as a new form of asset portfolio, has certain
similarities with traditional capital asset portfolio theory, but there
are clear differences. Similarities of the two include future risk aversion.
Where or example, in traditional capital asset portfolio theory, the
uncertainty or risk caused by single asset can be avoided by the
diversification of assets; and through patent portfolio diversification,
patent portfolios can also enable the owners an opportunity to avoid
litigation caused by patent infringement in future R &D and product
sales periods. There also exist obvious differences. The function of
patent portfolio is relatively more concerned with direct and indirect
benefits in the course of enterprise operation.

Secondly, the combination of instrumental and practicability. This
characteristic is developed on the basis of patent license pricing
behavior (Marta and Ana, 2016; Huaige et al., 2016), enterprise patent
licensing strategy (Debapriya and Giorgos, 2016; Xiaoli, 2016; Rabah
et al., 2014) and Enterprise Patent Alliance (Henry, 2015; Nancy, 2014)
and other behavior development strategies. As an instrument, patent
portfolios allow enterprises to use the patent portfolio-styled analysis
tools to implement analyses on the structure of their competitors' or
their own R &D resources, to supply information to policy makers. The
practicability of patent portfolios is mainly represented in the actual
operation process of product production and sales, which then com-
bines patent portfolios with other various forms of strategy behaviors
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like patent licensing, patent cross licensing and patent litigation, which
serves as a means by which enterprises can derive both direct and
indirect benefits.

Thirdly, the combination of the strategic and contractual. It is the
consensus that patent portfolios represent enterprise strategic economic
behavior. If we are to consider the inherent properties of enterprise
patent portfolio behaviors, from the perspective of and according to the
general nature of contracts in enterprise behavior, regardless if patent
portfolio behavior is internal or between enterprises, during the
formation and implementation of patent portfolio behavior, enterprises
always face different risks. Such risks may include variable risk
preferences of other trading subjects, limited resources and asymmetric
information. As a result, payment, rights and obligation contracts are
indispensable. Therefore, from the perspective of contract production
and its basic connotation, the patent portfolio can be regarded as a kind
of contract that contains a variety of clauses.

Fourthly, the combination of large-scale and diversification. The
large-scale characteristic of patent portfolio mainly refers to the large
number of patents in the patent portfolio of a single enterprise,
especially for some large multinational companies. For example,
according to U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) statistics,
IBM applied for 101,382 patents in the United States by 2015 and
China's Huawei was authorized up to 3582 patents in the past 10 years.
The diversification of patent portfolios refers to the diversification of
the relationship between the patent portfolio and the diversification of
the patent owner composition. The former means that patents in the
patent portfolio protect rights of different products; the latter means
that patents have different owners, such as various types of patent
unions or technical standardization joint organizations like the United
States' MPEG patent pool and China's AVS Industry Alliance.

In short, we will carry out a model-based comparative analysis on
patent portfolio behavior characteristics of industrial enterprises pro-
ducing the homogeneous patential products. Particularly, we will
consider whether some enterprise embody their different patents into
the homogeneous patential products by the means of patent portfolio
and whether there is optimal enterprises quality number if those
enterprises had decided to form a patent portfolio alliance. As discussed
in the next section, to the best of our knowledge, previous economic
model can't efficiently explain the above phenomenon.

Our contribution is to establish an economic game model to
efficiently explain both the internal mechanism of patent portfolio
behavior among different enterprises for the homogeneous patential
products by means of combining their own different patents and the
patent portfolio behavioral differences for different market structures
which include Cournot competition and monopoly. Subsequently, we
propose a detailed game model to explain the optimization enterprises
quality number of the patent portfolio alliance.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief literature
review of the relevant research. In Section 3, we present the research
method. In Section 4, based the Cournot model,we illustrate the
economic model to describe behavior characteristics of enterprise
patent portfolio under the assumption of oligopoly market, and the
equilibrium solution of three key variables: quantity, price and profit.
In Section 5, the enterprise patent portfolio behavior characteristics of
monopoly and moderate scale conditions are analyzed. We will present
the numerical simulation and a real case in Section 6. We will
summarize our findings and given some policy implications based on
the conclusions of the study and present some future research directions
in Section 7.

2. Literature review

Although patent portfolios have existed for only a short time, they
have already been widely considered in practice and theoretical
research. From the perspective of patent portfolio theory research,
related studies include patent portfolio evaluation, concrete forms and

applications of the patent portfolio strategy, the power that the patent
portfolio generates and the exploration of the inherent economic
principles of the patent portfolio.

From the perspective of the patent portfolio value assessment, on
one hand, a patent portfolio-based approach can be used to assess
potential R & D partners that can consider the inter-partner resource fit
in the assessment process by use of the Shapley value (Bomi et al.,
2016), on the other hand, the value of the patent portfolio itself needs
to be assessed. Because patent portfolios are valuable assets, companies
need a conceptual structure to assess the value of their patent
portfolios. To this end, Michele et al. (2015) developed a practical
and reproducible framework that can support scholars and practitioners
to leverage the value of patents and to extract all possible strategic
information from patent portfolios. This framework employs determi-
nants of patent value that are elicited from patent databases, such as
claims, citations, and market coverage, and that are expressed in terms
of judgments achieved by interviewing involved managers, such as
strategic relevance and economic relevance. Rahul et al. (2015)
explored the use of citation categories assigned by patent examiners
to study overlap of patent portfolios among top wind power firms in
Europe. Rahul et al. (2015) obtained a sample of wind industry patents
by use of Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC). Result revealed that
CPC is better than the International Patent Classification for identifying
patents relevant to the wind power industry. Gann (2004), by building
the evaluation indicators such as effective yield and leveraged income
rate and opening data, made an evaluation of the patent portfolio
behavior and its value inside the enterprise. Nielsen (2004) from the
perspective of legal status, financial information, and the importance of
the patent portfolio in the enterprise, introduced the form and the
effects of the patent portfolio in the enterprise by application of
evaluation software. Ernst and Omland (2011), on the basis of previous
studies and from the perspectives of patent portfolio size, market
coverage and technical relevance, built a patent asset index and made
an assessment on the patent assets of technology-intensive enterprises;
Concurrently, Ernst and Omland (2011) also made use of the data of
patent portfolio of the 10 world's largest R & D-intensive chemical
companies such as AkzoNobel, BASF, Bayer and Dow Chemical, and
made an empirical analysis of the effectiveness of the aforementioned
Patent Asset Index. The results showed that compared to other
assessment indicators, a patent asset index is a relatively accurate
assets assessment index of the patent portfolio, which can make a
relatively accurate order according to the value of the patent assets of
different enterprises. Most of the these studies, evaluate the patent
portfolio as a whole, without considering the technical independence
between patent portfolios, thus, Talia and Leiponen (2012) designed a
“min-complement distance” to test the technical independence between
different patent portfolios, which can make empirical analysis on
technological innovation of different enterprises of different scales. Of
course, assessment on the value of the patent portfolio of an industry or
some kind of product manufacturing, can also predict the development
trend of the industry or product manufacturing technology. For
example, with the cloud computing becoming a popular theme in the
area of network technology, Jia-Yen (2016) propose a hybrid patent
portfolio analysis scheme so that try to seek to reveal the technological
trends and competition status of cloud computing industry. Similar
studies also include Changyong et al. (2016).

The studies of the patent portfolio as a corporate strategic behavior
are mainly about the introductions to a specific patent portfolio strategy
from different perspectives. For example, from the perspective of the
patent life cycle, the studies include strategic applications such as
patent search, patent protection, patent optimization and patent
abolition (Bader, 2007); and from the perspective of business manage-
ment, the studies include patent audit, investment strategy selection,
strategy selection stripping and management method in different
industries, etc. (Stembridge and Corish, 2004; Sung et al., 2015;
Cláudia, 2014). Patel (2008) from the perspective of the development
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